It's all right for you. I'm only the batman and no Frau Wagner sends me chokkies in jail.

To keep us here is an infringement of democracy. This is 1924 not the Middle Ages.

Shut up, Black Agnes.

Frau Wagner sends g_e_chokkies is Jail

To keep us here is an infringement of democracy.

This is 1924 not the Middle Ages.

New Lenin Manuscripts Found

Much like the intelligentsia anywhere... ideological vultures with a fixed set of ideas... removed from practice... like a head floating around without a body (just as an example, of course).

In TOWN-PLANNING IS A WEAPON IN THE HANDS OF THE SPECTACLE, WHO COULD IMAGINE BEING IN A BALLROOM TEMPEST IF WE WERE NOT THERE... THE BOURGEOISIE THINK THEY CAN SOLVE OUR PENETRATING EVOLVING THE MANIPULATION OF TERRITORIAL SPACE, WHO DESIGNED AT THE CONSTRUCTION OF THAT SPACE, AND WHO LIVES IN IT, KNOW BETTER.

I fought against feudalism and reactionary Spain as all my family had done... I stood for the capitalist revolution which was bound up with the suppression of Irish Catholicism... they asked me to come to Great Britain to ensure that the bourgeoisie would secure their national and social revolution... So I should by 1973 be a Marxist hero, maker of the bourgeois revolution that was inevitable and pre-destined to lead to socialism... Why do the Marxists join in the Papist chorus of Down with King Billy? I must ask my admirer, military expert Fred Engels...
There is a tinge of the anarchist in everyone. May 17th

Eating out once a month? The Chalk Farm dinner is to be started early in June. The name will connotate a tradition of anarchist publishing and activity in Chalk Farm and Belisize Road and in fact we will be holding the dinners in that part of London.

Subscription is £1 per dinner and that includes wine. Nom will be preceded by gab, and any profits will go to the Black Cross or any cause of the moment. We contemplate holding the dinners once a week (probably Saturday at 10 p.m) and hope all sympathisers in or visiting the London area will be able to make it at least once a month.

Details will be sent (when ready) to anyone who writes in, and also be available in next month’s issue.

The Centro Iberico, which is no longer holding its meetings in Holborn, has found a new premises, for which we are now negotiating.

Editorial

The perpetual crisis of the day is the dispossession of the working class. Their place was at the bottom of the ladder in the days of rising capitalism, but the need roles, but the productive capacity gave them power to pull through. The ruling classes in all countries are finding that “labour” is an over-priced commodity, and too much “people” is a disaster.

The workmen of the world want their remunerative tasks done, and they want sufficient sera to show that they have power. There is a surplus of jobs for pretty secretaries and forormbxveyers. 100,000 new young people are at a premium, and there are always shortages for low-paid hospital workers or municipal employees. It is a disaster if it were a natural disaster like an earthquake, since in what were once the essential jobs of capitalism, the skilled workers are pushed out from making ships and cars and hewing coal and told that in order to stay employed they must move out of those districts, or out of their old lands, and get jobs as postmen or waiters at nothing like the pay.

It is not a passing crisis or a natural phenomenon. It is the new development of capitalism. Just as in the clearances of the peasants (the Highland crofters) the whole communities and ways of life are uprooted. They must adapt or go under. Or they can fight back.

Years of reformist policies under capitalism has made the working-class reluctant to fight back, and even when a ruling-class (such as in Spain) undertakes genocide against them, they have learned to live with it as their numbers dwindle.

What passes for defensive organisations of the working class, expressed as unions or political movements, is difficult to define as gaining some improvements in the conditions of those who remain in a position of industrial power. But the people who - sometimes thinking they represent this a libertarian position rather than another defensive one - work to employ claims in clainsants’ unions, or for the rights of the growing number of outcasts, bottom dwellers and homeless. Even these activities are part of a struggle for survival, but it is a mistake to suppose that all the people for changing society or the direction in which the State is taking us.

Hysteria over strikes is not because of any new cause (for what could be greater than redundancies to cause such disillusion?) but because even unsuccessful strikes are pieces of academic paranoia.
Idiot of the month

"I hate capitalism in any of its manifestations - in politics, in government - I hate the buying of privilege of wealth and the manipulation of man through the ownership of ideas. I hate the fact that if an idiot would stand up at a Young Liberals conference and say that, it's not as if his audience were really interested in helping to change society.

Perhaps the same berk who could follow up with: "Profits are rather a different matter as long as they are not obtained by exploitation."

It must be Cyril Smith, Liberal MP for Rochdale, the owner of a nice little business himself, while his leader Jeremy Thorpe keeps body and soul together on what he can scrounge from starving South African workers.

Cyril, who can at least claim to be well fed, said his own experience of "poverty and deprivation" qualified him to understand the "poverty of Britain today."

But not the facts of economic life as it is lived.

Profits, he should know, is the amount stolen from a worker by his employer. It is the difference between the boss pays his own salary and what he sells the product for. He can only get away with this by "the ownership of capital" of the workers.

MAUDLING PRIZE FOR IDIOT OF THE MONTH

To Mr Smith: The last message of victory to the voters from Mr Gladstone.

Harry Garmer

Pilkington Grass

One of the largest "family concerns" in the capitalist world, Pilkington Glass Works of St Helens, is noted for its attention to the workers. The late Miss Pilkington used to stroll around the local parks to find anyone who was "misbehaving", and she was known for her moral welfare that anyone who found doing so was sacked immediately.

Dr J. D. Cameron is now the Chief Medical officer of West, as the workers. He is worried about the medical welfare of the workers. Speaking to the Royal Society of Health Congress, Dr Cameron said that employees injured at work should be encouraged to return to their jobs as quickly as possible - even if it means chopping the finger off.

Sometimes if a man's finger is crushed in an accident he is months off work, "wounded, and disabled" Dr Cameron, "to enforce inactivity at home."

What is the result? "Psychological upset" which could be avoided if only surgeons would adopt a single cosmetic - "without scars" - putting the finger right - and amputate at once allowing him to return to work within three weeks if the "patient" instead of months ahead, with strain at home. "An early return to work is essential for the worker's mental welfare," said Dr Cameron, echoing the social philosophy of the late Miss Pilkington. But where she justified capitalist exploitation and ruthlessness in the name of Christ, he justifies it in the name of Capital.

We make progress all the time.

According to Leslie Thomas, President of the Inland Revenue Staff Association, "Militancy and industrial action could lead to anarchy if it replaced well-established systems of negotiation."

This is what we have been saying all along. These "well-established systems" lead to autocracy. It is time that militancy and industrial action could lead to anarchy. It is time the state understands that it cannot introduce new forms of association (anarchy).

But perhaps Mr. Thomas thinks that this would be disastrous.

J. A.

Albany Prison.

Dear Black Flag,

I would like to figure out a few problems concerning the application of Anarchism in today's highly industrialised society. It appears that Anarchy can work extremely well in small tightly-knit rural communities such as the D.F.R. in 1918, or Spain to a lesser degree in the 30s, and could very well be achieved today in a country such as Ireland.

But if a country such as ours was to achieve the degree of anarchy, would it be our relations with the surrounding countries or capitalist regimes? How would we trade with them? We must as we cannot produce all our needs. With city populations exceeding five million, it might be just possible for the people to elect a committee to act on their behalf, but they would be such a size that no foreign trade department would be able to deal with them.

An early return to work was essential (How one country would trade with another is, not in our view, crucial to anarchism as an anarchist society in a prosperous country or an unprosperous one as long as having the needed was concerned in material possessions. There was quite a different problem in Russia ("socialism in one country") of the authoritarian socialist could not flourish in one country unless it showed a real improvement over capitalism (since no one would voluntarily choose dictatorship); whereas libertarian socialism can be distinguished in many other ways than mere material improvement and people will give up a lot for freedom and independence.

(For a libertarian area to trade with a non-libertarian one would obviously require a compromise, the extent to which depending on the degree to which the authoritarian country needed the produce of the libertarian areas. In Spain, the areas under workers control did trade with those whom were not, by means of interlocking committees, but it meant they had to retain the wage structure as a compromise, though they did this with a "unitary wage", in parts which were self-sufficient, the money system was lifted.)

EDS: ... who support Mao who underwrites the Franco regime... But had friend Sandell of "Black Flag" more carefully he would see precisely our criticism of the Marxism of the AB was that by using Marxist phraseology, it fell into the trap (like "Solidarity") of supporting nationalism movements. But all German rebels and political prisoners are labelled "terrorists" by the police whether it be Marxist-Nationalists or not.

We are afraid he misunderstands another reference... at least we are not afraid... if we were.

I read the latest Black Flag and thoroughly enjoyed it. It is a good thing to get a feeling of revolutionary zeal after so much "New Left" whitewash has made you sick of the term.

"Floodgates" was the best reading I've enjoyed since Max Stifner.

Eugene Flawick

Edmonton (Alberta).

Black Flag in its new format is a fine job.

G. C. Graves

(1W Chicago)
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So high a proportion of hoax bomb calls are being made that many newspapers refuse to report them lest it encourages more people to disrupt production. In some parts of the country there is hysteria at the thought of a bomb going off, ever since the explosion at the Old Bailey, where no one treated it as a hoax bomb scare, and it went off with disastrous effect.

In some office blocks, factories and printshops, especially with controversial production or association, someone can do those who would temper the hysteria the cry is, "They said it was a hoax bomb at the Old Bailey", and in later massacres, the persecution of political groups has been justified by the excuse of law and order, and peoples and nations have been exterminated in the name of ideals such as democracy or communism...Kropotkin's speech...to mention only a few spectacular cases, since the list of violence and state outrages is endless. Kropotkin's speech, "the whole of our present way of life destroys the respect for human life!"

The Nazis surrounded their genocide of the Jews with a cloak of superiority; in later massacres, the persecution of political groups has been justified by the excuse of law and order, and peoples and nations have been exterminated in the name of ideals such as democracy or communism...Kropotkin's speech, "the whole of our present way of life destroys the respect for human life!"

The judge who orders the executioner who applies the garrote, shoot and kill, when we think of the men of action in the Spanish Resistance, one can only judge their deeds for or against this, according to whether one is for or against General Franco's regime, and for serving as an example to those who have continued the fight, or against other dictatorial regimes. His actions and those of the unparalled successes of the ETA action groups. Leaving aside the national question raised by ETA, here we see the revival of the revolutionary struggle carried out over many years by Francisco Sabate and other anarchist revolutionary activists, neglected by the world, but which has been more than a precursor - it has been an example and a stimulus for international revolt.

OCTAVIO ALBEROLA

Liege (Belgium).

When we think of the men of action in the Spanish Resistance, one can only judge their deeds for or against this, according to whether one is for or against General Franco's regime, and for serving as an example to those who have continued the fight, or against other dictatorial regimes. His actions and those of the unparalled successes of the ETA action groups. Leaving aside the national question raised by ETA, here we see the revival of the revolutionary struggle carried out over many years by Francisco Sabate and other anarchist revolutionary activists, neglected by the world, but which has been more than a precursor - it has been an example and a stimulus for international revolt.

OCTAVIO ALBEROLA

Liege (Belgium).

The Presbyterian Church in Ireland is manfully facing up to the problems of Ulster, and in its annual report points out how worrying it is that the "overwork" of clergy and curates has made no time left to deal with illicit drinking clubs.

If obedience to law is liberty, then according to the reports from presbyteries and Kirk sessions there is little liberty left in Ulster," it states. But if obedience to law is liberty, then it is known that such a definition as one of the world's greatest libertarians.
Germany

The three Della Savia brothers all were involved in some way in the Milan affair as witnesses. (In this case the secretary of the Black Cross in Milan, Giuseppe Pinelli, has been killed by the police and Valpreda has been held for 10 days until recently, awaiting trial - though the fascist culprits have been found.)

Ten witnesses have died in mysterious circumstances, among them Mario della Savia who is said to have "killed himself". Angelo della Savia, alleged to be and was arrested on an Interpol warrant. He was sentenced instead to deportation - tried to enter Germany under pressure. The German authorities demanded his extradition, and Requests for provisional liberty were made against the two brothers.

FRANKFURT am MAIN, Schubertstr. 27.

Australia

Posters all round Perth (Western Australia) and elsewhere proclaim that RIPLEY IS INNOCENT, KUCERA LIED. Det. Sgt. Kucera is the main prosecution witness against Anarchist Julian Ripley who was arrested last year on five false "arson" charges.

The police are indifferent to a fellow-perjurer should be singled out for harsh treatment. Kucera has been the target for phone calls, hoax deliveries and callers with life insurance, cleaning services, pest control and funeral arrangements. The police are, of course, not so indifferent that the Anarchist Federation, and symp.

Spain

Julian Milian Hernandez, guilty of working for the rebuilding of the CNT inside Spain and charged on an explosive count (but not brought to trial until world opinion forced it) has now had his sentence confirmed. It is 18 years in prison. (The lie that Interpol does not want to extradite him is a lie)

As he was arrested on 17th Oct- ober 1967, it was five years, five months and two days since his arrest.

The three Della Savia brothers have been killed by the Anarchist Federation, and sympathisers rallied to stage a funeral protest in Italy.

The police are indignant that I will not be allowed to enter Germany too and was arrested on an Interpol warrant. (The lie that Interpol does not want to extradite him is a lie.)

On January 13, Angelo - fleeing deportation - tried to enter Germany too and was arrested on an Interpol warrant. (The lie that Interpol does not want to extradite him is a lie.)

The three Della Savia brothers have been killed by the Anarchist Federation, and sympathisers rallied to stage a funeral protest in Italy.

For less than this, many libertarians are now in prison.

Spain cont. from previous page

Five RC priests were beaten up by the Right Wing Catholic guerrillas of Christ the King - brandishing iron bars and clubs - following a May Day Mass. The priests were some of the young Catholic progressives who have been found guilty of the suffering of these men before the courts-martial. The elementary rights of man... are in danger of their lives if they are returned to Italy.

The trick of staging "spontaneous" demonstrations used by the Franco regime during the Burgos trials, when the armed right wing was allowed to "protect" meetings in the capitals of every province (culminating in a grand rally in the Plaza de Oriente in Madrid). Shouting to the caudillo, "We're with you," they demanded the most savage reprisals against the Basque nation.

The charade was repeated on the death of a policeman during the May 1 demonstrations. This secret policeman went through Atocha pointing to people, "draw our rifles," protested one indignant armed policeman he was knifed.

This is an unexpected incident in a police state, where workers are left dying on the pavement, and even student demonstrations are subject to violent reprisal by armed police. The phrase and "guerrilleros" favoured by the regime went round mercilessly. Beating up workers and even priests in the name of "repression" of the Black Cross in Milan affair as witnesses. (In this case the secretary of the Black Cross in Milan, Giuseppe Pinelli, has been killed by the police and Valpreda has been held for 10 days until recently, awaiting trial - though the fascist culprits have been found.)

Ten witnesses have died in mysterious circumstances, among them Mario della Savia who is said to have "killed himself". Angelo della Savia, alleged to be and was arrested on an Interpol warrant. He was sentenced instead to deportation - tried to enter Germany under pressure. The German authorities demanded his extradition, and Requests for provisional liberty were made against the two brothers.
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ITALY

It is impossible to understand the Italian scene today without appreciating that there are three main opposing factors: the determination of the establishment to impose their will on the nation by force, using extreme police methods; the survival of fascism which hopes by terror to smash the left-wing groups making it unsafe for those with liberal opinions even to walk the streets; and finally, the wasps which are hatching back the problem would be fascism in power.

So when the revolutionaries hit back, the police release a stream of callously against them to the press; but also blame them (as in the Milan bank bomb) for deeds of the fascists.

The police, though harassed by fascist extremists, are nevertheless inclined to it as against the revolutionaries (as in Italy, police are not to be trusted). The problem would be fascism in power.

The revolutionary movement is a mixed bag; since the absorption of the Communist Party into the establishment has meant that there are a variety of nonsensical movements, some with national connections (national liberation movements), some inclined to class struggle, some in the new outlook.

In the aftermath of Paris 1968, there were many movements which did not differentiate between Anarchists, neo-Maoists, Marxist, and council-communist, and this lack of sectarianism has no doubt to its advantage. It had (as in Germany and elsewhere) advantages. For instance it was totally impossible for police to create an anarchist circle, which were working-class, but easier to infiltrate into the council communist movement, where people's origins were "classless", that is to say unknown, while national liberation movements had national identification with police agents from "friendly" countries and the police (even of Third World countries) live by swapping information.

GENOA

The 22nd October Group in Genoa was one movement of this kind, which until five years ago carried out revolutionary activity within the factories, but back in the last surge of armed resistance to fascism. The use of Mafia and Fascist agents against the workers was instead by armed counter-attack. It began to disintegrate, however, because of the realization of differences in ideas between the Anarchists and the Trotskyists. By 1970 it has irrevocably split.

The press did their best to make it an "anarchist plot," as might be expected.

The police were helped by Ogliastra, which was piloted in the bank robbery, but "sang".

Aetas, renouncing his Marxism, affirmed to his Christian faith and appealed to God while inculminating all the 22nd October group together with the 22nd October group (the Ad materialised out these incidents). To his dismay, he was rewarded with 44 years jail. (the former 22nd October group was swelled by 44 years jail

22 were accused, and the judge gave one a life sentence plus 37
22 were accused, and the judge gave one a life sentence plus 37 392 years. One woman was acquitted and another given a month (which meant release) plus 392 years. On 16 or 18 years.

Lorenzo Cantello was a member of the Anarchist Black Cross in Genoa and was, in fact, on a visit to us in London when the incident occurred. He was arrested and charged with the crimes of the 22nd October group. Bearing in mind the case of Pinelli, von Rauch, Tommy Weisbecker and the Fascist Christen, here we strongly advised him to get political asylum somewhere. But he saw no reason to do so. He could shout "someone" satisfaction that he left the 22nd October group before it dissolved and had no connection with the deeds of those who under-
The Military & Industrial Complex - S. Lens (Stanmore Press 85p paperback)

The Machiavellian intrigue and deadly attacks of character assassination have left the White House stained a deep P6* and the public is still reeling from the revelations that followed the New York Times publication of the Pentagon papers.

When you remember the involvement of one of the most important government agencies - the CIA - in Vietnam and Watergate, it has to be remembered that losing credibility is one thing; losing power is another. This is possibly where Lens is at his weakest: by not offering more evidence on the Pentagon role in the past and by sticking to a factual interpretation of that history, he can excuse himself from detailed analysis of how you actually destroy the beast before it destroys you. But at least he wants to get rid of it, and explains why.

The real question is: with enough destructive power to wipe out the entire planet a dozen times over, do you think they - the military and political bosses - would allow anyone to threaten them? And if they couldn't stop the dismantling of their own power structure by revolution would they hesitate to use the nukes on their own country? From Lens's account of their power I doubt it.

David

In some parts of Turkey, martial law cannot be enforced because of the distance from garrison, and the civil courts try political "offenders" against the regime.

In the criminal court of Bursa, nine paid informers reported a 50 year old schoolteacher. (As in Spain when Franco won, the schoolteachers who have tried to be a 'communist'.) "They also thought he was a 'communist'. When he was asked to define 'communism' and 'anarchism' not one of them was able to utter a single word. The young teacher was acquitted. He had spent three months in jail for nothing."

-David

Cienfuegos Press
PUBLISHERS & DISTRIBUTORS

FLOODGATES OF ANARCHY (H/back £2.25; paperback 35p)
FRANCO'S PRISONER (H/back 45p)
MILITARY & INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX (S. Lens (paperback 85p)).

Cienfuegos Press intends to build up a direct mailing book service and we are slowly compiling a list which we think will be of interest to the movement. Next month will be our first paperback (50p): THE ORIGINS AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE REVOLUTIONARY ANARCHIST MOVEMENT in Europe 1945/73 (with documents relating to the First of May Group; International Revolutionary Solidarity Movement and latest manifesto of left legalese). This will be a historic document - don't miss it!

1. Haile Selassie, when in exile after the Italian invasion, expressed appreciation to Italian Anarchist Corio of their anti-war activities and his particular anti-imperialism.

2. In England: though the legality of the procedure was a myth, it flourished nevertheless since legal divorce was confined to the upper classes.

3. It is on the site of the Savoy Palace, belonging to John of Gaunt, burned down in the Peasants' Revolt.

4. He ordered the liquidation of socialism in Turkey; but as the only known socialists were the members of the delegation, his own attacks of (not for the first time) were the ones who were shot.

5. William Gaun was buried in Old St Pancras Church; William Blake in Bunhill Fields; and William Morris in Westminster parish church. All the graves survive.